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Motivation/Data 

Based on 8 elderly controls (EC) and 7 
mild cognition impairment (MCI) subjects, 
we perform the logistic discriminant 
analysis (LDA) on cortical thickness and 
cortical surface area to see if these two 
measures can be used to discriminate 
MCI from EC.  

Data is obtained from Sterling Johnson 



Previous work on AD and cortical thickness 

•  Cortical thickness has been shown to 
characterize cortical atrophy in AD patients 
quite well (Lerch et al., NeuroImage, 2005). 

•  Hypothesis on AD progression: 
   NC ! MCI ! AD 

•  Question: It is unclear if cortical thickness will 
be an important biomarkers of discriminating 
EC vs. MCI. 
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Data: Group, Thickness, Area 

Area is a discriminating variable."
EC has more area (folding)."
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Performance of a classifier 

•  Error rate = over all probability of making 
wrong classification 

•  Simplest way to estimate the error rate is to 
use the concept of cross-validation. 

•  Leave one out cross-validation 







Correct decision"

error= 0"

Incorrect decision"

error = 1"



Significant variables 

Error rate: "
thickness --> 47%"
thickness + area --> 20%     area --> 20%"



MATLAB demonstration 



Cortical Asymmetry Analysis 



Yakovlevian torque"

Toga & Thompson 2003. Nature 
Reviews Neuroscience 4, 37-48!

A twisting effect is also 
observed, known as 
Yakovlevian torque, in 
which structures 
surrounding the right 
Sylvian fissure are 
'torqued forward' relative 
to their counterparts on 
the left."



Sulcal pattern asymmetry on 149 subjects 

Left 
central &  
temporal  
sulci 

NeuroImage (2003) 

Right 
central &  
temporal  
sulci 

3D registration" 2D registration"



Asymmetric pattern of abnormal cortical thickness in autism"

t-stat.!

F-stat.!



Asymmetry over multiscale 

Color scale= x-coordinate 



Asymmetric graph network: 
Degree of nodes for all subjects"

Control                               Autism"

New research idea: network asymmetry analysis"
You need to put the symmetry constraint in the graph modeling"



 

Mandible left-right asymmetry"



Hemispheres…."
Are they symmetric ?"
If not, what part is not 
symmetric ?"



Previous 3D approach"
1. Image registration across subjects via a 
template "

2. Image registration across hemispheres by 
registering the original MRI and its mirror 
reflection."

3. Construct asymmetry index at each voxel."

4. Feed the index into a statistical model."



Two population asymmetry analysis framework "

Clinical population" Normal controls"

template"

image"
registration"

image"
registration"



Asymmetry Index"

Motivation: quantify abnormal brain structural 
asymmetry across hemispheres in a group of 
autistic subjects"

Localized"
asymmetry"
index"
(L-R)/(L+R)"

L" R" L" R"



Three issues with this well 
established 3D approach "

1.  3D image registration can easily misalign sulcal 
pattern. "

2.   Mirror reflection and doing image registration 
is an additional computational burden."

3.  The 3D approach does not work for 2D cortical 
surface data. New 2D framework is needed."



Related works in neuroanatomy"
Surface data 

smoothing"

diffusion 
smoothing"

(NeuroImage 2003"
CVPR, 2003)"
heat kernel 

smoothing"
(NeuroImage, 2005)"

Surface model, 
parameterization"

Spherical 
harmonic 
descriptors"
Guido Gerig"
Martin Styner"
Li Shen"

Surface "
registration"

PDE"
Paul Thompson"
Michael Miller"

Unified framework: Weighted Fourier Analysis (IEEE -TMI, 2007)"

Multiple 
comparison 
correction"

Random field 
theory"
Keith Worsley"
Jonathan Taylor"



Three problems of spherical harmonic representation "

•  Gibbs phenomenon (ringing artifacts)"

•  Computational bottleneck of solving large linear 
equations"

•  Slow convergence ! Inefficient representation"
(MICCAI 2008 workshop on mathematical foundations of computational anatomy)"

Weighted Fourier Analysis"



Cortical manifold and function 
defined on the manifold"

Anatomical manifold"

parameter space"manifold"

Hilbert space              with inner product"

Self-adjoint operator"

Parameter space"

Basis function"

surface 
flattening"



Weighted Fourier Series"

t = scale"
     bandwidth"
     diffusion time"

Analytic solution"

function defined on 
surface +"
surface coordinates"

Isotropic Kernel Smoothing "

Weighted Fourier Series"

Self-adjoint PDE:"



40962 x 7000"

i-th mesh vertex"



Iterative residual fitting (IRF) algorithm"
Scalable approach to solving a huge linear equation "

Step 1.  measurements"

Step 2.  Set initial degree=0"

Step 3.  Solve"
Project data"
into a finite 
subspace"

Step 4.  Set degree"

Step 3.5." Once low frequency parts are 
estimated, we throw them away "

Iterate"

MATLAB code available at 
http://www.stat.wisc.edu/~mchung/ 

IEEE-TMI 2007"



Weighted Fourier Analysis"

Shape Asymmetry "



Surface registration via WFS"

Given two l-th degree WFS surfaces           "

find the displacement      that minimizes the 
discrepancy between two surfaces:          "

: subspace spanned by up to l-th degree spherical harmonics"

: deformation of coordinates "

Consequence:   For fixed          ,                 "

corresponds to             ."



Subsampled surface displacement vector fields"



Example of surface registration 

subject 1 subject 2 



Nonlinear warping grid"Curvatures"

Nonlinear surface registration via curvature matching "

Shubing Wang 2008 PhD thesis!



Decoding cortical surface asymmetry"



Spherical harmonic of degree l and order m!

Coarse detail                         " Fine detail"

Spherical harmonics can be decomposed into 
symmetric & asymmetric components"



Cortical asymmetry analysis!
Establishing hemispheric correspondence algebraically"

Surface registration"

Mirror reflection: It is done algebraically on WFS"



What is invariant under 
mirror reflection ?"

Symmetric"
Part"

Antisymmetric"
part"

Mirror reflection"

Establishing hemispheric 
correspondence"



Shape decomposition into 
symmetric and asymmetric parts"

Normalized asymmetry index"(L-R)/(L+R)"



Asymmetry Index on Cortical Thickness 
Cortical 

thickness 

Weighted 

SPHARM 

Asymmetry 

index 
Symmetry 

index 

Normalized 

asymmetry 

index 



Discriminant power approah"



Statistical Parametric Map!
multiple comparison correction via the random field theory 
(Worsley et al. 1995) ! not so trivial"

Very involving 
mathematical derivation"

T-stat resulting showing 
group difference between 
autism and control"

> 40000 correlated hypotheses"



T random field on manifolds  

Euler characteristic density 

Worsley (1995, NeuroImage) 

FWHM of smoothing kernel or residual field"



WFS is related to heat kernel smoothing"

Heat kernel smoothing "

WFS"

Numerical computation"Shape of heat kernel"



Discriminant Power Map 

Probability of autism Asymmetry index 

Classification 
rule:       

Classification 
error rate       

Leave-one-out 
cross-validation       

Hypothesis & P-value free approach"

Logistic 
model"



Discriminant Power Map 
= 1 - error rate"

Avoid the traditional hypothesis driven approach 
No need to compute P-value ! No need for random field theory 



Lecture 11 Topics"

Numerical optimization"
Compressed sensing"
Covariance matrix estimation"

Read"

figueiredo2007.compressed.sensing.pdf"
lee.2011.TMI.pdf"
peng.2009.jasa…."


